Modo’s shows
Modo is a social circus company based in Peterhead, Aberdeenshire. Over the past 5
years, Modo’s shows have proved increasingly successful. There has been a real appetite
for the work from both the young people and the audiences who have come to watch
them. This has led to the shows being seen more widely and creating further opportunities
for the shows to tour. Shows have toured to critical acclaim across the region as well as
receiving multiple invites from festivals across Europe and the UK.

Doricula
Building on the success of previous shows, Modo created a new show based on the
classic novel, Dracula, with a strong emphasis on the inspiration that Bram Stoker found in
Slain’s Castle and the history of the area, during his frequent stays in Cruden Bay. The
result was a highly physical production that combined circus, fire and street theatre with
infectious, atmospheric music, bringing to life one of the great classics and its debt to
Aberdeenshire.

Amazing performance. Fantastic setting. Can’t praise it enough!

Creating the show
The young people decided that they wanted to create a show based on Dracula. They
thought it would be a great story to explore because of the local connections. The young
people wanted to bring the story to life and to build pride and knowledge of the local
culture.






The cast spent weeks researching, creating and developing ideas
They read different versions of the story
They watched films and clips and read about all the different characters
They made trips to Slains Castle
They attended talks by Mike Shepherd (author of “When brave men shudder”, a
recently published book on the Aberdeenshire connections of Dracula), and Dacre
Stoker (Bram Stoker’s great grand nephew)

Doricula has been the first show I’ve done that’s included circus.
Getting to learn new skills such as staff spinning and fire breathing
has been an incredible experience for me. It’s allowed me to explore
a new kind of theatre that I wouldn’t normally get to try, it’s made
me believe that I can achieve more than I ever thought possible.

Performances
Doricula was performed a total of 12 times:









June, Light the Blue Festival, Aberdeen
June, Jembe Festival, Monte Compatri, Italy
July, Rencontres Youth Theatre Festival, Grenoble, France
July, Scottish week, Peterhead Community Theatre
September (19th, 21st, 26th and 28th) Slains Castle, Cruden Bay
October 11th, Across the Grain Festival, Aden Country Park, Mintlaw
October 17th and 19th, Slains Castle, Cruden Bay
October 26th Glenlivet Public Hall

Slains castle was chosen as a venue because Bram Stoker often visited Cruden Bay and
is thought to have used the castle as inspiration for Castle Dracula.
Well over 1,000 people saw the show at the various locations.

Outreach work
Funding allowed us to deliver a Dracula themed activities for other young people in
Peterhead.

CircoModo
The group developed a programme of activities that could be delivered at Modo’s
CircoModo programme. Activities included:





Finding fun ways to tell the story
Engaging the young people in discussions about the story
Getting the young people to create their own version of Dracula
Encouraging them to share their ideas

The young people from CircoModo then went on to create short performances. These
were performed alongside the main show on 4 occasions.

The best part of CircoModo is working as part of a team, doing
routines and being part of the community. It has given me
confidence to perform.

Encounter Youth Café
Modo’s youth café attracts over 150 young people a week, many of whom do not take part
in any other positive activities, and in particular have never been involved in cultural or
artistic activities.
Modo ran arts and crafts sessions and creative discussions with the young people to teach
them more about the story of Dracula and how it is linked locally to Slains Castle.

Trip to Slains Castle
It emerged from discussions that many of the young people had never visited Slains
Castle before, so we organised a trip.

I learned that the story of Dracula was inspired from the castle.
15 young people signed up to the trip and spent a Saturday looking round the castle and
then returned to Encounter to do activities based on Dracula. Whilst at the Castle the
young people got a chance to look around and each group got a camera to take photos of
their favourite spots, and some even pulled faces and posed to fit in with the characters!

I learned that Bram Stoker wrote Dracula.
Staff and volunteers then worked with the young people from Encounter to make a Dracula
themed display with photos, snippets from the story and their arts and crafts they made.

What an amazing show. On a chilly, windy night I was completely
captivated by the show. And only noticed I was freezing when I got
home. Absolutely brilliant interpretation of the old classic full of
cheeky references to the novel, the history and the myth. Loved the
circus, loved the doric twist. Was amazed by the skills of the
performers. And what a setting, historically relevant and theatrically
inspired. A show I will remember for a long time. Thank you.

Marketing and Feedback
Doricula was widely advertised both in print media and on social media.
As well as inclusion in the brochures of the various festivals, 5,000 leaflets were circulated
widely throughout Buchan.
The show, its process and its outreach work was all promoted heavily on social media,
with a reach of over 36,000 on Facebook alone.
The show was widely covered in newspapers with previews or reviews in the following
publications.







Buchan Observer
Press and Journal
Fraserburgh Herald
Ellon Times
The Courier
The Northern Scot

Excerpts from the two reviews are below.
I was incredibly impressed by the actors’ skills – even though I spent quite a lot of time on
the edge of my seat praying they wouldn’t drop their juggling balls or sticks of fire. And
thank goodness they didn’t.
The music throughout was suitably creepy, tribal and atmospheric and sent shivers down
my spine – exactly what was required. When the show finished up around 8pm, the cast got a
well-deserved standing ovation.
THE COURIER

As darkness descends, the atmosphere becomes tangibly more threatening. In a one -hour
show the cast recreate the story of Dracula’s reign and fall by means of acrobatics, fire
sticks, juggling, flag waving and knife throwing.
There is a little Doric spoken (as there was in Stoker’s novel) - hence the title - but
essentially it is a non-verbal show played to a sound track of perfectly selected music. One
can’t imagine that this formula would work but it does, and sweeps you away with its
energy.
The cast of seven all come across as having great stage presence. They never over-act in
spite of obvious temptations to do so, even when sinking fangs into the necks of hapless
victims. With minimal props they were totally convincing and never strayed out of
character.
Peterhead is lucky to have a performance of this quality on its doorstep.
THE BUCHAN OBSERVER

Audience Feedback
Audience feedback was collected through SurveyMonkey. The majority of the quotes
found throughout this document are taken from this feedback.








Average distance travelled by audience was 19 miles
65% said that they had never been to a Modo event before
99% said they were glad they came
90% gave the event 5 stars for overall enjoyment
99% said they enjoyed seeing all the different skills
98% said that they enjoyed seeing and event created by young people from the
local community
100% of the audience gave the show either 4 or 5 stars

Stunning. Just stunning from beginning to end. I didn’t really know
what to expect but this exceeded all expectations. Absolutely
brilliant show. A skilled and committed cast held us captivated from
beginning to end. The attention to detail in the production from
costumes, to music to the little touches in direction gave the show a
richness that thoroughly deserves a wider audience.

Seriously awesome show.
If all theatre was like this, I’d go more often.

Outcomes
As with all our work, Modo was very clear that the project should have real purpose and
deliver meaningful benefits for participants, cast and volunteers.

Here are the outcomes we achieved:
















Over 100 young people were involved in the project through CircoModo and
Encounter. 50% of these young people had never taken part in cultural activities
before.
Young people gained knowledge about local history and culture
Young people learned new transferable skills in expression and communication.
Young people gained confidence, self-esteem, communication and team work skills.
Young people gained insights of the process of creating a show
Increased leadership skills
Integration between communities (Eastern Europeans and local young people)
Young people contributed positively to their community
Young people undertook coaching, mentoring and supporting roles by delivering
activities for other young people and sharing their skills.
800 hours of volunteering was created through the project
The project increased access to cultural opportunities.
Audience felt a greater connection with their cultural heritage and had an increased
sense of community pride.
The project positively changed perception of young people and their abilities.
Reached an audience that have not seen Modo productions in the past because of
the storyline and its connections and because of where the performances were
held.

Funders, Partners and Volunteers
Without funding, the project as a whole would not have been possible. This is the first time
we have received funding to run a programme of activities alongside a show, and it has
proven to be a great success.

Lovely show by a small local group. It was great value.
Loved that it was outdoors.
We would like to say a huge thank you to Cashback for Creativity, NorthConnect Legacy
Fund, Aberdeenshire Youth Bank and KR Group Scotland.
We would also like to say thank you to Mike Shepherd for donating a book for us to raffle
at one of our shows, as well as offering information and writing an introductory piece for
our programme.
Thank you to local author Robert Stephen for translating the text in to Doric.
A big thank you to the Elrick family who allowed us to use Slains Castle for the
performances and supported us every step of the way.

The fire was awesome and looked so cool in the dark. The whole
atmosphere was excellent in the castle setting, we loved how it
started as the sun went down and finished in the dark.
Thank you to all the volunteers who helped to look after the public and make the running of
the events go smoothly.
A final thank you to everyone who came out in the cold to see the show and support the
young people involved!

